In December 2013 the Government of Armenia approved the establishment of a new sanctuary called Khustup and the enlargement of existing Zangezur sanctuary. The area of Khustup sanctuary is 6,946 ha and Zangezur sanctuary - 25,870 ha being enlarged by 8,500 ha. This is a result of UNDP/GEF funded project on Developing of Protected Areas System implemented by WWF Armenia in partnership with the Ministry of Nature Protection. The new expanses are situated within WWF priority conservation areas especially important as habitats to Leopard, Bezoar Goats, Armenian Mouflon and many other threatened species.

By separate decision the Government unified Shikahogh State Reserve and Arevik National Park State Non Commercial Organizations (SNCO) into one entity called Zangezur Biosphere complex SNCO. Shikahogh State Reserve SNCO has been managing Shikahogh Reserve, Zangezur and Plane Grove Sanctuaries and Arevik National Park SNCO has been managing Arevik National Park and Boghakar Sanctuary. Zangezur Biosphere complex SNCO will be managing all above mentioned PAs with the total area of 79,420 ha making 2.7% of territory of the country. These new areas are considered a valuable addition to protected area system of Armenia increasing the chance for threatened species to survive in their historical habitats.

For additional information please contact
Gera Voskanyan, WWF-Armenia
gvoskanyan@wwfcaucasus.org
Gazelles return back home

WWF, in close cooperation with the Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources of Azerbaijan and the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources Protection of Georgia is implementing a project on Increasing Biodiversity in a Priority Transboundary Protected Area in the Iori-Mingechevir Region. The project is co-financed by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development and WWF-Germany. The main objectives of the project are to improve protected areas and pastures and reintroduce the locally extinct Goitered Gazelle.

During the project 38 individuals of gazelles were reintroduced from Shirvan NP to their historical ranges in Ajinohur steppe (5), Korchay State Nature Reserve (10), Samukh area (8), Aggel NP (5) in Azerbaijan and Vashlovani NP in Georgia (10). The gazelles were collared with GPS collars, allowing specialists to track their behavior, movement, range use, migration and other ecological characteristics. The scientists were pleased with the fact that the Gazelles made transboundary movements between Vashlovani National Park in Georgia to Samukh area in Azerbaijan and back. We strongly believe that in the nearest future we shall observe flocks of gazelles freely grazing in arid and semi-arid landscapes of the Southern Caucasus.

We are very much grateful to all organizations and just individuals who eagerly participate in this exciting project and hope to report back on further success in the nearest future.

For additional information please contact
Sevinj Sarukhanova, WWF-Caucasus
ssarukhanova@wwfcaucasus.org
WWF brings bison to the Caucasus Mountains

The bison is the largest land mammal in Europe, and the continent’s only wild bull that survived to the present day. The bison is now listed in the Red Book of Russia as a species threatened with extinction. Since 1996, WWF-Russia with support from WWF-Germany has been implementing a program to create a population of wild bison in the forests of the European Russia. With the help of this program, by 2008, the number of bison in Orlov, Bryansk, Kaluga and Vladimir regions of Russia exceeded 150. This size is enough for the population to reproduce itself independently in the wild. After that, in 2009, WWF started to restore the European bison populations in the Caucasus mountains in the southwest of Russia.

Today, bison from a nature reserve in the Moscow region arrived at a nature reserve 1500 kilometers away, located in the Russian part of the Caucasus Mountains – highest mountains in Europe. They will spend one month on quarantine in pens of Teberdinsky Nature Reserve in the Karachay-Cherkessia region of Russia. After that, the bison will be released into the wild. The bison were brought to the Caucasus with support from the Northern Caucasus Resorts. The Company manages a large-scale tourism cluster development project in the region. Last year, two groups with total amount of 17 animals were also brought and released in two areas in the Caucasus.

For additional information please contact

© WWF Russia. R. Mnatsakanyan
What about leopard's right to live?

The leopard, which used to be present throughout the Caucasus Ecoregion is now a critically endangered species. Its main population is in NW Iran and the highlands of its border areas with Azerbaijan and Armenia. Smaller populations of leopard can also be seen in the Greater Caucasus of Georgia and Russia, out. Thus, it should not be a surprise to encounter with some individuals in the eastern part of Turkey.

This incident is not only a clear evidence of its presence in Turkey but also an unfortunate proof of possible consequences when endangered species come across with human, which demonstrates how unprepared we are to deal with a species like a leopard. We expect the officials to initiate administrative and juridical processes in order to make the public informed and take necessary action to prevent similar occasions to happen again.

In order to ensure the recovery of leopard’s population, which has dramatically declined in its geographical range and whose habitats are fragmented, it is vital to preserve not only the leopards but also the populations of their prey species, as well as migration routes and source populations in an integrated approach. It would only be possible if each country in the region is open for collaboration and effectively delivers its own responsibilities for the protection of leopard.

Says WWF-Turkey’s Conservation Director Dr. Sedat Kalem: “the presence of a charismatic species like leopard should not only be taken as a national pride but also an indicator of the conservation value of our natural sites, despite increasing human impact. This news has turned the lights over Turkey, but being brought to the agenda with such an incident has been equally heartbreaking. In order to learn lessons from this experience and avoid similar circumstances in the future; we need to better know about the status of the leopard in our country, identify potential habitats and ecological corridors and establish protection zones, ensure the availability of the populations of prey species, take preventive measures to reduce leopard-human interface, develop compensation schemes, raise awareness and conduct monitoring systems. All we have to do is to make sure leopards live in harmony with people, rather than letting them to be killed”.

For additional information please contact
Tuğba Uğur, WWF-Turkey
tugur@wwf.org.tr
WWF is implementing the EU financed Project on Increasing the resilience of forest ecosystems against climate change in the South Caucasus Countries (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia) through forest transformation. The Project is financed under one of priorities of the EU Thematic Programme on Environment and Sustainable Management of Natural Resources including Energy (ENRTP).

The overall objective of the Project is to increase the resilience of forest ecosystems in the Southern Caucasus against climate change impacts and to improve biodiversity and livelihoods of local populations. The project demonstrates practical measures through pilot site activities (150 ha in each country) to make forests more resilient to climate change via implementation of forest transformation plants. It has a strong component on building technical and human capacities of the national forest administrations to develop and further implement strategies for transforming monoculture forest stands into highly resilient, “close to nature” forest stands. The visibility of the project is ensured through wide dissemination of communications products, media events, signs on the pilot sites and others.

The potential for replication is substantial. The total area of forest plantations in the target countries is 90,000 ha; the area vulnerable to climate change is about 20,000 - 30,000 ha. The area of managed forest with severely diminished biodiversity and consequently high vulnerability to climate change comprises a substantial proportion of the total forest stand in the target countries. Strong and sustained political commitment is needed for extension of the action along with the availability of funding for implementing measures.

For additional information please contact
Matthias Lichtenberger, Caucasus Programme Officer
Matthias.Lichtenberger@wwf.de
Malkhaz Dzneladze, Regional Coordinator
mdzneladze@wwfcaucasus.org
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Regional projects in Turkish and Russian parts of the Caucasus are coordinated and implemented accordingly by WWF-Turkey and WWF-Russia in close cooperation with WWF Causus PO under one vision of Ecoregion Conservation Plan.
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